Committed to Safety Since 1953.

Sumas

Terminal Improvements

Trans Mountain is committed to continuous safety and
performance improvements for all its infrastructure.
Following a release of 90 m3 of crude oil from a storage
tank into the tank containment system at the Sumas
Terminal facility in 2012, Trans Mountain implemented
the following key improvements to the facility:
• Installation of a heating system on
the external roof drain system valves
to prevent potential freezing

• Installation of an Ambient Fence Line
Monitoring (SAM Unit) for continuous
air monitoring providing real time
data; results are provided quarterly to
relevant local governments

›

• Upgrades to Tank Deviation detection – all storage tanks at Sumas
Terminal are alarmed for excessive movement

• Improved procedures for storage tank roof rain water management
• Implemented annual inspections of each tank at the facility;
far exceeding American Petroleum Institute (API) Standard of once
every five years
These improvements ensure Trans Mountain continues to operate its
facilities in a safe and responsible manner.
The new tank for the Project will be built with the same operational
features as existing tanks.
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SUMAS TERMINAL SPILL HISTORY
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● Release of crude oil from
storage tank (90m3).
● Cause: Unseasonably low temperatures
resulted in freezing of water in the roof
drain system and subsequent damage
to this system which allowed oil to enter
and escape out of the rain collection
drain system.
● Fully contained on our property within
an impermeable membrane-lined
containment area and all oil was
recovered the same day as
the release.
● No injuries and no threat to the public,
but significant odours.
● Following any emergency, we conduct
a thorough investigation and make
changes to prevent future incidents.
See related story boards for more
information about these changes.

● Cause: Unauthorized stockpiling of
soil (fill) on a nearby private property
(outside of the pipeline’s prescribed
30-metre safety zone) caused the
underlying peat bog soils to fail and
shift laterally, which in turn caused the
pipeline to buckle, resulting in the leak.
● Oil from the pipeline release migrated
into a small creek and moved
downstream approximately 750 metres.
A 14,300-m2 area of wetland, stream
and riparian habitat was affected by the
leak and subsequently remediated.
● In response to the spill, our Natural
Hazards Management Program
was expanded to incorporate the
identification of soil locations that could
be susceptible to lateral movement
from adjacent loading.
● Regular aerial patrols monitor the
pipeline right-of-way and these patrols
report details of any construction
activities near the pipeline.
● Added emphasis has also been placed
on right-of-way clearing in fast-growing
vegetated areas to help ensure ready
access and reliable aerial observation
of any potential problems.
●

Sumas Terminal release:
January 24, 2012

Ward Road spill: July 15, 2005
●

● Leak of light crude oil from a 20"
transfer pipeline connecting the Sumas
Pump Station and the Sumas Terminal
(210m3).

Spills are reported and available for viewing at
transmountain.com/spill-history
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